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The End of Another Quarter

Looking at monthly numbers for June, one might think, “correction over. Back to our sales-gondola ride to the

stars.” However, the long-view provides a more sobering look at what is really going on in San Francisco.

The Long-View

The median sales price (MSP) of single family homes has bounced back when we look at June over June numbers.

June 2019 showed a 10.09% increase in MSP over June 2018. Condos followed suit with an increase in MSP of

11.07%. This lines up with the increasing trend that we have been experiencing for years. (1)

However, when we look at these same numbers on a quarterly basis, we can see that from Q2 of 2018 to Q2 of 2019

single family homes have only experienced a 4.94% increase in MSP. Condo prices began to flatten even earlier, in

2017, and between Q2 of 2018 to Q2 of 2019, they only increased 1.21%. It appears we are still well within a

correction from our previous march up, up, up.

Supply and Demand

Inventory continues to decrease and demand remains high. Since Q2 of 2016, the number of new listings of single

family homes has gone down 16.47%. The number of new listings of condos is even more dramatic—down 25% in

the last 3 years.

Still, demand for our beautiful city remains high. Pending sales of single family homes are down only 1.45%. Pending

sales of condos are actually up 5.99%. Percent of list price received is another great indicator of demand. For single

family homes, the percent of list price received has climbed to 115.1%. All of this would ostensibly put pressure on

MSP, but, as we mentioned earlier, on a quarterly basis, we have seen very little increase in prices. Perhaps San

Francisco has finally found its ceiling, at least for the time being.

(1)  Since 2005, the MSP of single family homes has increased 86.69%, and the MSP of condos has increased

65.29%.
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Sold for $3,100,000
338 Main Street, San Francisco

2BR // 2BA // Listed for $3,250,000

Sold for $1,100,000
241 Harkness Avenue, San Francisco

4BR // 2BA // Listed for $848,000

Sold for $2,225,000

595 44th Avenue, San Francisco

4BR // 3BA // Listed for $1,850,000

Sold for $815,000

888 7th Street, San Francisco

1BR // 1.1BA // Listed for $780,000
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If you enjoy swimming but aren’t sure where to go, this list is for you. Regardless of temperature, you can enjoy the

water inside and outside. For the warmer days, head to one of the many Bay Area beaches or find a spot lakeside in

the East or North Bay. If the weather isn’t fitting for an outdoor swim, take a dip in one of the indoor pools on the

list. No matter what, you can swim all year round! Read More »»

Who doesn’t like ice cream? Even when it’s cold, lines for many Bay Area ice cream shops are often out the door.

The Bay Area is known for its creative ice cream flavors and inventive ways of making ice cream right before your

eyes. Whether you’re looking to try something crazy, enjoy a scoop of classic vanilla or find a yummy vegan option,

this list will guide you to whatever you’re craving. Read More »»

There’s no time like the summer to get away and explore beautiful Northern California. With local options right

outside our doors, it’s hard to remember that there are excellent places worth the trip outside our neighborhoods. If

you’re thinking of taking a little road trip, try making one of these roadside dining options your destination or even

just a stop along the way! Read More »»
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